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Abstract
The growing demands of large capacity flash-based storages have fa-
cilitated the down-scaling process of NAND flash memory. Among
NAND flash technologies, 3D charge trap flash is regarded as one of
the most promising candidates. Owing to the cylindrical geometry of
vertical channels, the access performance of each page in one block
is distinctive, and this situation is exaggerated in the 3D charge trap
flash with the fast-growing number of layers. In this study, a progres-
sive performance boosting strategy is proposed to boost the perfor-
mance of 3D charge trap flash by utilizing its asymmetric page access
speed feature. A series of experiments was conducted to demonstrate
the capability of the proposed strategy on improving access perfor-
mance of 3D charge trap flash.
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1 Introduction
3D charge trap flash memory has been considered as an optimistic al-
ternative to providing a larger scale flashmemorywith low cost. Con-
structing 3D charge trap flash involves stacking multiple gate stack
layers and punching vertical channels through the stacked layer so
as to create cylinder-shape charge traps for storing bits. Owing to
the erosion process of creating vertical channels, the feature process
size is different throughout vertical channels. Due to the asymmet-
ric feature process size, the access speed of each page in one block is
distinctive. As the number of gate stack layers grows, the last page
of one block could be much faster than the first page of the same
block. To exploit this unique asymmetric page access speed feature,
this study proposes a progressive performance boosting strategy to
progressively store data of different hotness to the pages with suit-
able access speed so as to increase the overall access performance.
However, since one block has both fast and slow pages, residing both
hot/cold data to fast/slow pages of a single block could hinder the per-
formance of garbage collection process. Thus, the technical difficulty
lays in how to boost the performance of 3D charge trap flash by exploit-
ing the asymmetric page access speed without affecting the efficiency
of garbage collection process.
Flash memory has many attractive features, such as high access
speed and low power consumption. However, it also has several
constraints, including the erase-before-write property and the lim-
ited number of program/erase (P/E) cycles. Due to the erase-before-
write property, flash memory cell cannot be overwritten unless it is
erased first. Therefore, flash translation layer (FTL), such as FTL [3]
and FAST [10], are mainly designed to conduct out-of-place update
to redirect write requests to an free area and to avoid the long latency
owing to the erase-before-write property. On the other hand, a flash
memory chip contains a lot of blocks, it units of read/write and erase
operations are different. A block, which is the basic unit of erase op-
erations, contains a fixed number of pages and pages are the unit of
read/write operations. Due to the unit size difference, the garbage
collection (GC) mechanisms, designed to reclaim out-of-date pages,
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must be carefully planned to minimize costs of copying valid (or live)
pages while erasing blocks.
Tominimize costs, various data hot/cold identificationmechanisms
were proposed to collect hot data into the same blocks as much as
possible because hot data tends to be frequently updated and become
invalid soon while cold data are rarely changed. Thus, the number of
copying live pages duringGC operations can be lowered. Researchers
have proposed numbers of excellent methods for effectively identify-
ing hot/cold data, such as request size-based prediction strategy [1],
two-level LRU scheme [2], table-based hot/cold history management
scheme [5], and compression-based identification scheme [7]. How-
ever, these hot/cold data identification mechanisms only focus on
either improving the efficiency of GC operations or wear-leveling
mechanisms. To the best of our knowledge, none or few FTL design
or hot/cold data identification solution has exploited the page access
speed difference feature of 3D charge trap flash to boost the storage
access performance.
To fully exploit the potential benefits of the asymmetric page ac-
cess speed feature of 3D charge trap flash, this study proposes the
first systemic solution, called progressive performance booster (PPB)
strategy, to progressively boost the access performance of 3D charge
trap flash by storing data of different hotness in pages with appropri-
ate access speed. To exploit benefits of the asymmetric page access
speed feature, the proposed PPB strategy introduces (1) a new four-
level data hot/cold identification, (2) a virtual block concept, and (3)
a hot/cold data area design. The four-level data hot/cold identifica-
tion progressively identifies data hotness based on the re-access fre-
quency. Thus, both hot data can cold data can be further divided into
two categories to form the four-level data hotness. After that, the vir-
tual block concept will group the pages that have similar access speed
to split a physical block into virtual blocks of different speeds. The
PPB strategy then progressively move data to the pages with suitable
speed based on the hotness identification results. Finally, the PPB
strategy tracks the usage of virtual blocks by the mechanism main-
tained in the hot/cold area. With the proposed PPB strategy, the read
performance of 3D charge trap based flash storage can be improved
by 18.56% in the experiments, compared to the conventional FTL de-
sign without the PPB strategy.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the back-
ground of 3D charge trap flash and researchmotivation, and Section 3
describes the design and mechanism of the proposed progressive per-
formance boosting strategy. The performance of the proposed strat-
egy is then evaluated with trace-driven experiments, which are pre-
sented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this study and the research
remarks.
2 Background and Motivation
2.1 Background of 3D Charge Trap NAND Flash
As the demand of high-density and low-cost non-volatile memories
continues to grow in the storage market, the 3D NAND technology is
gathering increasing attention as a future high-density memory tech-
nology to increase bit density and cost effectiveness. However, the
scaling of traditional planar floating-gate flash memory faces several
challenges such as poor endurance, power consumption, insufficient
programming/erasing efficiency, and interference coupling issue. In
addition, according to the previous investigation [18], the tunnel ox-
ide thickness of floating-gate cell must be more than 6-nm to prevent
charge leakage and assure enough retention time. Therefore, scal-
ing down traditional floating-gate cell without affecting the retention
and endurance characteristics becomes much more challenging. To
overcome these issues, charge trap memories, such as SONOS and
TANOS, have been proposed [6, 11, 14, 16] and regarded as the main-
stream candidate for the next generation 3D NAND flash memory
technology.
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Figure 1. Comparison of floating-gate and charge trap transistor
structures [12].As the comparison shown in Figure 1, the concept of charge trap
memory cell is composed of ametal oxide semiconductor devicewhere
the floating gate is replaced by a charge trap device, which is typically
made of silicon nitride. The charge trap device can hold charges and
prevent charges from moving freely; therefore, charge trap devices
have better endurance than the conventional floating-gate devices.
The 3D charge trap flash can be achieved in two different ways. The
simplest method is to stack multiple 2D planar arrays to construct
a 3D structure. However, this stacking approach does not improve
P/E cycle or retention, compared to the planar charge trap cells. An-
other method is known as “vertical channel”, which builds charge
trap cells with cylindrical channels. Based on vertical channel, sev-
eral 3D charge trap flash architectures have been proposed, such as
BiCS [16] and TCAT [6]. As illustrated in Figure 2(a), the structure
of vertical channel 3D charge trap flash involves several gate stack
layers and vertical cylindrical channels. To create vertical cylindri-
cal channels, manufacturers apply liquid chemicals to erode the gate
stack layers. Due to the physical characteristic of liquid, the eroded
cylindrical channel will have a larger opening at the top layer and
a smaller opening at the bottom layer. This physical phenomenon
results in asymmetric feature process size across the gate stack lay-
ers. After the erosion process, each cylindrical channel is filled with
charge trap materials, as shown in Figure 2(b) to store bits at each
gate stack layer.
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Figure 2. Vertical channels of 3D charge trap flash [4, 8].The asymmetric feature process size of vertical channels results
in the different strength of the electric field at each gate stack layer.
The smaller the opening is, the stronger the electric field will be [9].
Therefore, accessing bits stored at the bottom layer will be faster than
the top layer. As the number of gate stacked layers grows, the access
speed at the bottom layer could be multiple times 1 faster than the
top layer. In the design of Flash Translation Layer (FTL), vertical
channels are mapped as blocks and channel sections located at each
gate stack layer are mapped as pages. Thus, pages within the same
block have inconsistent access speed due to the unique cylindrical
shape of vertical channels.
The irregular page access speed feature of 3D charge trap flash can
be exploited to enhance the performance of flash-based storage. One
intuitive idea is to store hot data in pages with faster access speed
1The access speed of the bottom layer is typically 2x to 5x faster than the top layer. Cur-
rently, the access speed difference of 64 layers 3D charge trap flash is within 2x.
and cold data in pages with slower access speed because hot data
tends to be frequently updated or accessed while cold data is rarely
changed. Serving hot data requests with faster pages can indeed im-
prove the overall performance of the flash-based storage. However,
placing both hot data and cold data within a block will lead to tremen-
dous overhead when recycling invalid space during garbage collection
process. Thus, the major technical problem in exploiting the inconsis-
tent access speed feature is how to maximize the system performance
without sacrificing the garbage collection efficiency.
2.2 Motivation
Due to the unique cylindrical shape of 3D charge trap flash, pages
within a single block have different access speed. The access speed
difference could be used to boost the performance of flash-based stor-
age devices. Unfortunately, current FTL designs, such as FTL [3]
and FAST [10], assume all pages have the same access speed. Con-
sequently, current FTL designs cannot fully exploit the benefit of ir-
regular page access speed feature in 3D charge trap flash. To boost
the performance of 3D charge trap flash, applying existing hot/cold
data identification mechanisms to store hot and cold data in the fast
and slow pages respectively becomes a viable option. However, plac-
ing both hot data and cold data within a single block could be harm-
ful to the efficiency of garbage collection because hot data tends to
be frequently updated and becomes invalid while cold data is rarely
updated and usually remains valid. Eventually, when the garbage
collection is triggered to reclaim invalid space, most of the blocks
become half-valid and half-invalid, as shown in Figure 3. This situ-
ation prevents the garbage collection mechanism from selecting an
appropriate block to minimize the overhead of copying live pages.
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Figure 3. Issue of applying conventional hot/cold identification.
With the concern of degrading the garbage collection efficiency,
applying existing hot/cold data identification to exploit the page ac-
cess speed difference is not applicable. Therefore, the technical diffi-
culty lays on how to take page access speed difference into the design
of flash management to boost the storage system performance without
affecting the garbage collection performance. To resolve this issue, we
propose a progressive performance boosting (PPB) strategy to iden-
tify and place data with different hotness to appropriate locations to
improve the access performance of flash-based storage systems. The
details of the proposed strategy are described in Section 3.
3 Progressive Performance Boosting Strategy
3.1 Overview
To exploit the potential benefits brought by the page access speed
difference, this study presents the progressive performance boosting
(PPB) strategy to increase the access performance of 3D charge trap
flash devices. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first system de-
sign on investigating the asymmetric page access speed phenomenon.
The goal of the proposed strategy is to gradually place data of differ-
ent hotness to pages with suitable access speed without affecting the
performance of garbage collection process. Therefore, the overall ac-
cess performance can be enhanced by serving frequent-accessed hot
data with fast pages. To achieve this goal, the proposed PPB strategy
introduces the four levels hot/cold data identification, the concept of
virtual block, and a hot/cold data area design. Figure 4 shows the
system architecture of the proposed strategy.
As shown in Figure 4, the proposed PPB strategy focuses on plac-
ing hot/cold data to pages with suitable access speed so as to improve
the overall access performance of 3D charge trap flashmemory. Since
placing hot/cold data with a block could hinder the performance of
flash-based storage, the PPB strategy further classifies storage data
into four hotness level, including iron-hot, hot, cold and icy-cold (see
Section 3.2) and progressively store each type of data to pages with
suitable access speed. Therefore, the PPB strategy could put hot/iron-
hot data or cold/icy-cold data to fast/slow pages of one block without
hinder the garbage collection performance. Furthermore, instead of
proposing a new hot/cold data identification mechanisms, the four
level hot/cold identification is achieved based on existing identifica-
tion mechanisms to preserve the decades worth of work on data hot-
ness identification. Therefore, the proposed strategy is compatible
with any hot/cold data identification mechanisms. In the following
sections, we refer to the size check method as a case study.
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Figure 4. The architecture of PPB Strategy.
On the other hand, to achieve the elaborate data placement design
for the four different data hotness, the proposed PPB strategy intro-
duce the concept of virtual block to group pages with similar access
speed. With the introduction of virtual block, the original block life-
cycle and allocation mechanism needs to be changed to consider the
speed difference of virtual blocks (see Sections 3.3). Finally, after ini-
tially identifying the data hotness, hot/cold data are diverted to the
hot/cold data area respectively for recording the data access pattern.
In the hot data area, a two-level LRU list is used to track to further
identify data hotness and gradually move data to pages with suitable
access speed. On the other hand, an access frequency table is also
included in the cold data area to record and serve data with appropri-
ate pages (see Section 3.4). With the designed components, the PPB
strategy is the first solution that investigates and exploits the benefit
of the asymmetric page access speed feature of 3D charge trap flash
memory.
3.2 Four-level Hot/Cold data Identification
To exploit the page access speed difference of 3D charge trap flash, the
most simple solution is to reside hot/cold data directly in the fast/slow
pages respectively. However, due to the fact blocks have both fast and
slow pages, putting hot/cold data in one single block will degrade the
performance of garbage collection process. In the end, the overall
performance might be worse than original data placement without
the identification process.
To resolve the described issue, the concept of four level hot/cold
data identification is introduced to further categorize hot/cold data
into four hotness level so as to exploit the benefit of the page access
speed difference. Based on the frequency of read operations, the hot
data is further classified into iron-hot data and hot data. Iron-hot data
refers to those data that are frequently read/updated, such as file sys-
tem metadata. On the other hand, hot data are those data that are fre-
quently updated but receive less read operation, such as temporary
cache files. On the other hand, cold data are divided into cold data and
icy-cold data. Cold data are those write-once-read-many data, includ-
ing videos and pictures, while icy-cold are those write-once-read-few
data, such as backup files. With the four level hot/cold data identifi-
cation, the PPB strategy could put iron-hot/hot data or cold/icy-cold
data to the fast/slow pages of one block without hinder the garbage
collection performance. For better understandings of the data place-
ment with different hot level, Figure 5 presents an example of placing
data in pages with different access speed.
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Figure 5. Four levels of hot/cold data.
As Figure 5 shows, data blocks are classified into hot blocks and
cold blocks to avoid putting hot/cold data in one single block. The
slow pages of both hot/cold blocks are used to store data with less-
frequent read operations, which are hot data and icy-cold data. On
the other hand, fast pages are used to serve iron-hot and cold data
for boosting the access performance. In addition, instead of trying to
store data to the suitable pages at first place, the PPB strategy aims to
progressively move data to the suitable pages. Therefore, after the first
stage hot/cold data identification, hot/cold data are firstly stored at
hot data area and icy-cold data area respectively. Next, as shown in
Figure 6, the PPB strategy gradually move data to the pages with suit-
able access speed during garbage collection or data update process.
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Figure 6. Data movement between four hot/cold data level.
To facilitate the process of storing data to pageswith suitable speed,
the proposed PPB strategy also introduces the concept of virtual block
to group pages with adjacent access speed for storing data of different
hot level (see Section 3.3.1).
3.3 The Concept of Virtual Block
To support the proposed PPB strategy and four level hot/cold data
identification, the virtual block (see Sections 3.3.1) are introduced to
store data of different hot level in pages with suitable access speed.
In addition, the allocation mechanism (see Sections 3.3.2) and lifecy-
cle (see Sections 3.3.3) of physical blocks are also redefined by the
concept of virtual block.
3.3.1 Virtual Blocks with Different Access Speed
Since traditional FTL designs do not consider the page access speed
difference of 3D charge trap flash, pages of different access perfor-
mance cannot be assigned effectively to store data of different hot-
ness level. To resolve this issue, the PPB strategy includes the con-
cept of virtual block to divide physical blocks into virtual blocks. The
concept of virtual block is to group pages with adjacent access speed
for storing the data of different hot level. Figure 7 shows an example
on how to group pages to form virtual blocks.
As Figure 7 shows, pages are grouped together based on their ac-
cess speed. In this example, each physical block is divided into two
virtual blocks to store data of different hot level. For instance, the
physical block N is divided into virtual block N and virtual block
2N+1, each of which consists of slow and fast pages respectively.
Therefore, after a block N is allocated as a hot block, the virtual block
2N can be used to store hot data with less read operation while the
virtual block 2N+1 can be used to serve frequently-read iron-hot data
to boost the performance of access iron-hot data. On the other hand,
when a block N is assigned as a cold block, the virtual blocks 2N and
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Figure 7. The Concept of Virtual Block.
2N+1 are used to store icy-cold and cold data respectively for improv-
ing the performance of accessing cold data. Note that a physical block
can be divided into multiple virtual blocks rather than two; however,
the performance enhancement and the overhead of maintaining the
virtual blocks should be balanced. With the introduction of virtual
block concept, a new allocation mechanism is needed to support al-
locating pages of different access speed under the constraints of the
original physical block allocation mechanism (see Section 3.3.2).
3.3.2 Virtual Block Allocation
To enable allocating pages of different speed, the PPB strategy divides
physical blocks into virtual blocks based on the page access speed.
To facilitate the management of virtual blocks, five virtual block (VB)
lists are introduced, including the free, hot, iron-hot, icy-cold and
cold VB lists. The free list is used to track free virtual blocks, and
virtual blocks are arranged according to their original physical block
number. To avoid putting hot and cold data within a single physical
block, virtual blocks of the same physical block can only be allocated
to either hot or cold area. For instance, as shown in the steps 1 and
2 of Figure 8, when the virtual block 0 with slow access speed is as-
signed to the hot VB list, the virtual block 1 with fast access speed can
only be allocated by the iron-hot VB list. On the other hand, since
pages of a physical block can only be written from the beginning of
a physical block, the latter virtual block cannot be written until the
former virtual block is written. As shown in the steps 3 and 4 of Fig-
ure 8, the virtual block 3 cannot be assigned to the iron-hot list until
the virtual block 2 is fully used.
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Figure 8. Virtual Block Allocation List.
3.3.3 Lifecycle of Virtual Blocks
Due to page writing order constraint, virtual blocks cannot be ran-
domly allocated. Therefore, virtual blocks need to follow a predefined
lifecycle to comply with the writing order constraint. The lifecycle
of virtual blocks is illustrated in Figure 9.
As shown in Figure 9, the physical block n is divided into virtual
block 2n with slow access speed and virtual block 2n+1 with fast ac-
cess speed based on the concept of virtual block. When both virtual
blocks are free, the virtual block 2n can be allocated to either hot or
icy-cold list to store data with less re-access frequency. After virtual
block 2n is allocated, the virtual block 2n+1 can only be allocated af-
ter virtual block 2n is fully used due to the writing order constraint.
Then, the virtual block 2n+1 can be allocated to the iron-hot or cold
list for storing frequently re-access data. However, to avoid coexist-
ing hot and cold data in one physical block, both virtual blocks must
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Figure 9. Virtual Block Lifecycle.
be allocated by the same area. Finally, when both virtual blocks are
fully used, the block n waits for garbage collection operation to re-
claim invalid space.
3.4 Operations of Hot/Cold Area
To exploit the page access speed difference and avoid residing hot/cold
datawithin a single block, the PPB strategy further categorizes hot/cold
data into four different hotness level. The PPB strategy first identi-
fies hot/cold data based on previous excellent hot/cold identification
mechanisms. Next, entries are diverted to the hot area or cold area
of PPB strategy for recording the re-access frequency.
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Figure 10. Hot Area Operation.
To further categorize hot data based on the four-level identifica-
tion, the PPB strategy includes a two-level LRU to track the re-access
frequency of iron-hot and hot data chunks. The two-level LRU list
is used for its simplicity because hot data is typically re-accessed fre-
quently. Therefore, a complex mechanism could hinder the access
performance. As shown in Figure 10 (a), when a new write request is
diverted into the hot area, the PPB strategy put the new data chunk to
the head of the hot list. If a data chunk in the hot list receives read re-
quests, the data chunk is then promoted to the iron-hot list. However,
the corresponding data chunk is not immediately moved from hot VB
to iron-hot VB. Instead, the PPB strategy progressive moves data to its
new location when updating or conducting garbage operations. There-
fore, the PPB strategy could boost the access performance without
inducing additional garbage collection overhead. On the other hand,
when either the iron-hot list is full or when there is no free space left
in the iron-hot VB list, the least-recently-used entry is demoted to
the head of the hot list. Similar operations also apply to the hot list
for demoting entries to the cold area.
In addition to tracking the re-access frequency of hot data, the
write operations to virtual blocks also needs to comply with the page
writing order constraints of flash devices. In addition, since fast and
slow virtual blocks belong to a single physical block, if either fast
or slow virtual blocks are allocated excessively, the physical blocks
could become half-full and half-empty. Therefore, the space utiliza-
tion of physical block could be degraded. To resolve above issues,
special allocation mechanisms are included. In the hot area, iron-hot
and hot VB list are used to track the usage of the two virtual blocks
with different access speed, as shown in Figure 10 (b). To prevent ex-
cessively allocation of either fast or slow virtual blocks, new virtual
blocks can only be allocated by hot area when both hot and iron-hot
lists are full, as shown in Figure 10 (b) III. On the other hand, as shown
in Figure 10 (b) I and II, if one of the lists is full while the other still
has some free space, write or update requests are diverted to the other
list to prevent degrading space utilization. The operations are briefly
summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Hot/Iron-hot VB List Operation.
Input: LBA, length, requestVBType, areaType
Output:
1 if areaType is Hot Area then
2 Check Iron-hot and Hot list for duplicated LBA;
3 if LBA is found then
4 Invalidate original data chunk;
5 Remove the duplicated LBA entry;
6 end
7 if requestVBType is Iron-hot VB then
8 if Both Iron-hot and Hot VB list has no free space then
9 Allocate new VB to Hot VB list;
10 Divert write request to Hot VB list;
11 else if Iron-hot list has no free space then
12 Divert write request to Hot VB list;
13 end
14 Store the write request to free space of Iron-hot VB list;
15 Insert new LBA entry to Iron-hot list;
16 else if requestVBType is Hot VB then
17 if Hot list has no free space then
18 Divert write request to Iron-Hot VB list;
19 else if Both Iron-hot and Hot VB list has no free space then
20 Allocate new VB to Hot VB list;
21 end
22 Store the write request to free space of Hot VB list;
23 Insert new LBA entry to Iron-hot list;
24 end
25 end
26 return;
Similar to the hot area, the PPB strategy also separates cold data
into two categories based on the re-access frequency. Cold data are
stored in virtual blocks of fast access speed to increase re-access per-
formance, while icy-cold data are stored in virtual blocks of slower
speed since icy-cold are rarely accessed. As shown in Figure 11 (a),
an access frequency table is included in the cold area to log the access
frequency for each chunk of data to record the re-access frequency of
cold and icy-cold data. Then, the table is sorted based on the logged
access frequency. Finally, the PPB strategy moves the data to its new
locationwith suitable access speed. On the other hand, due to the con-
straints of page writing order and avoiding degrading space utiliza-
tion, allocation constraints are required for allocating virtual blocks
to the cold and icy-cold VB lists, as illustrated Figure 11 (b). Similar to
operations of hot and iron-hot VB lists, new virtual blocks can only
be allocated when both cold and icy-cold list are full. If either list still
has free space, the free space should be used to serve write or update
requests regardless of the data hotness level. The operation is similar
to the process summarized for the hot area in Algorithm 1.
4 Performance Evaluation
4.1 Experiment Setup
In this session, experiments are conducted to evaluate the capability
of the proposed PPB strategy regarding the read/write access latency
and block erase count. Note that this study mainly focuses on boost-
ing the access performance of 3D charge trap flash memory with its
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Figure 11. Cold Area Operation.
asymmetric page access speed features. Therefore, this session fo-
cuses on evaluating the enhanced performance of the proposed strat-
egy instead of endurance because many excellent wear-leveling de-
signs can be easily integrated into the flash architecture to extend
its lifetime. The proposed PPB strategy is integrated into the con-
ventional FTL design, and all experiments were conducted on a flash
simulator with the two traces collected by Microsoft Research Cam-
bridge [13, 17] from enterprise servers. The experimental settings of
I/O latency are summarized in Table 1, which are set according to
the specification of 3D NAND manufactured by Samsung [15]. To
investigate the capability of PPB strategy under different page access
speed difference, experiments are conducted on pages with different
access speed difference, ranging from 2x to 5x. In addition, due to the
trend of growing page size, experiments are also conducted on pages
with different size, including 8KB and 16KB, to understand the impact
of growing page size on the proposed PPB strategy. Furthermore,
since PPB strategy progressively moves data to a new location to im-
prove the access performance, the number of erased blocks could be
increased because of this data movement. Therefore, additional ex-
periments are also conducted to track the number of erased blocks
for both traces.
Table 1. Experimental Paramaters [15].
Item Specification
Flash size 64GBs
Page size 16KBs
Number of pages per block 384
Page write latency (µs) 600
Page read latency (µs) 49
Data transfer rate 533Mbps
Block erase time (ms) 4
4.2 Experimental Results on I/O Performance
For evaluating the capability of the proposed PPB strategy on im-
proving the access performance of the 3D charge trap flash memory,
real-world traces are used to conduct the experiments. Figures 12
and 15 show the read andwrite performance enhancement, compared
to conventional FTL design, of two different page sizes respectively
after running the media server and web server traces. As the results
show, the enhancement achieved by PPB strategy could reach 18.56%
with the 16KB page size after running the web server trace. From
the result, we can see that the proposed PPB strategy can hugely im-
prove the read performance while maintaining almost identical write
performance. This is because the PPB strategy moves frequently re-
accessed data to pages with faster access speed, In addition, the PPB
strategy onlymoves data to its new location during update or garbage
collection operations. Therefore, the write performance is not de-
graded due to the data movement. On the other hand, the results
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show that the PPB strategy performs better when the page size grows
because the flash memory could provide larger space with fast access
speed when the page size grows. Therefore, the PPB strategy can
achieve better performance enhancement.
To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy on pages
with different access speed difference, experiments are conducted
based on 2x, 3x, 4x, and 5x page speed difference. The results after
running the media server and web server trace are illustrated in Fig-
ures 13, 14, 16, and 17. Results show that the read latency of the PPB
strategy is smaller than the conventional FTL design by 10% on av-
erage for the four access speed difference while maintaining almost
identical write latency and the difference is only 0.0001%. Besides,
the number of erase block count is not increased excessively by the
proposed PPB strategy, as shown in Figure 18. Therefore, the garbage
collection performance of original FTL design is retained.
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Figure 18. Erased Block Count Comparison.
5 Conclusion
To exploit the potential benefit bought by asymmetric page access
speed feature, this study presents the first systemic design, called the
progressive performance boosting (PPB) strategy to boost access per-
formance of 3D charge trap flashmemory. The proposed PPB strategy
introducing the four-level hot/cold data identification to further cate-
gorize hot/cold data into iron-hot/hot data and cold/icy-cold data re-
spectively based on the data re-access frequency. In addition, to store
data of different hot level at pages with suitable access speed, the con-
cept of virtual block is included to divide blocks into virtual blocks by
grouping pages of adjacent access speed. Therefore, pages of differ-
ent access speed can be allocated effectively under PPB strategy. To
maximize the effectiveness of storing data in suitable pages, a new
allocation mechanism and a hot/cold data area design are included
in the PPB strategy to manage virtual block allocation and to log the
re-access frequency of data. The read performance of 3D charge trap
flash memory with the proposed strategy is improved 18.56% without
additional overhead on garbage collection or write operation.
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